SERVICE VEHICLE TEL650
Service vehicle for special mission scenarios

FEATURES
Special service vehicle featuring e.g.
- driver’s cab and box body protected according to STANAG 4569
- explosion proof chamber for the transport of explosives
- airlock for sampling of hazardous substances via robot
- integrated baggage and body scanners for setting up mobile check points
- overpressure protection system and analysis technology for CBRN defense
- extensive communication technology for the coordination of complex hazard situations as command room

BENEFITS
- planning and realization of customized individual solutions by our specialists
- decades of expertise in mission and work-oriented vehicle solutions
- holistic project management from a single source

Other base vehicles on request
## TEL650

| **APPLICATION** | EOD/IED Response  
| Special purpose with or without Protective Armour |
| **BASIC VEHICLES** | MB Actros/Arocs, MB Zetros, MB Unimog, MAN TGS, SCANIA, TATRA |
| **ROBOTS** | telemax 4x4 / PRO / HYBRID / PLUS, tEODor |

## TECHNICAL DATA

| **PERMISSIBLE TOTAL WEIGHT** | 14.5 – 40 t |
| **MAXIMUM SPEED** | 90 – 100 km/h |
| **CARGO CAPACITY** | 14 – 35 m³ |